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ABSTRACT
Due to the increase of power electronic-based loads, the maintenance of high power quality poses a challenge in modern power systems. To limit the total harmonic distortion in the line voltage and currents at the point of the common coupling (PCC), active power filters are commonly employed. This paper investigates the use of the multilevel modular converter (MMC) for harmonics mitigation due to its high bandwidth compared with conventional converters. A selective harmonics detection method and a harmonics controller are implemented, while the output current controller of the MMC is tuned to selectively inject the necessary harmonic currents. Unlike previous studies, focus is laid on the experimental verification of the active filtering capability of the MMC. For this reason an MMC-based double-star STATCOM is developed and tested for two representative case studies, i.e., for grid currents and PCC voltage harmonics. The results verify the capability of the MMC to mitigate harmonics up to the thirteenth order, while maintaining a low effective switching frequency and thus, low switching losses.

INDEX TERMS
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I. INTRODUCTION
A major problem in modern power systems is the reduction of power quality due to the introduction of harmonic content by various power electronic-based loads. The current harmonics can cause voltage fluctuations and malfunction of electronic equipment. One of the biggest challenges of the grid operators is to keep the power quality standards high, by limiting the line voltage and currents’ Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) [1].

The techniques for harmonic elimination can be divided into three main categories, i.e., passive, active and hybrid filtering [2]. The use of Passive Power Filters (PPF) is well-established, especially for low voltage systems. In this case, inductors and capacitors are tuned to mitigate specific harmonic content thereby, improving power quality. However, in medium/high voltage systems, the size and cost of PPFs increases, while several unwanted side effects appear, such as ringing transient response and resonance [3], [4]. Moreover, PPFs have limitations such as difficulty in tuning, fixed filter frequency and resonance due to matching with line impedance [5]. As a result, active filtering topologies are investigated [4].

Active and hybrid filters are commonly used in industrial applications. An Active Power Filter (APF) is a power electronic converter designed to a fraction of the load power, which is used for harmonic filtering and is connected close to the non-linear load or at the PCC [6]. With the recent improvements in the ratings and the switching behavior of power semiconductor devices, APFs are increasingly used to overcome the PPF drawbacks [5]. APFs are able to detect the load current harmonics and generate a compensating current using an output current controller [6].

Voltage-Source Converters (VSCs) are commonly used for harmonic mitigation [7]. Moreover, conventional multilevel converter topologies such as Flying Capacitor Converter (FCC), three-level diode Neutral Point Clamped (NPC) converter and Cascaded H-Bridge converter (CHB) are used for power quality improvement in different applications. In the last decade, Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) has been introduced for high voltage (HVDC), as well as for medium voltage (STATCOM) applications. Apart from the advantages over the conventional topologies due to its modularity and scalability, the inclusion of many submodules results in a low effective switching frequency of the
submodule power semiconductor devices, while maintaining a high switching frequency of the converter, and therefore, in an increased effective control bandwidth without compromising the converter’s efficiency. Using the available bandwidth in the MMC, it is possible to increase the accuracy of harmonic elimination in lower order harmonics, while at the same time being able to control higher order harmonics [8]. The aforementioned advantages make the MMC promising for APF applications [9].

Different control strategies can be used for the current and voltage harmonics compensation to improve the THD. These control strategies are based on detection of harmonics through measurement of either the load and converter currents or the grid voltage and current. Several open-loop control schemes using grid voltage feed-forward have been proposed to compensate the grid harmonic voltage [10]–[13], but they are not sufficient to suppress line current harmonics due to dead time effect [14]. Feed-forward compensation for line current harmonics can also be implemented by first extracting the current harmonic components using high pass filters in the stationary reference frame. At medium voltage and low current, there is little margin for error and thus, feed-forward compensation schemes are not preferred, whereas feedback-based approaches are recommended [14].

When proportional-resonant (PR) controllers or PI-resonant controllers are used for harmonic compensation, two possible implementations arise. The first is to use a single frame for each \( n^{th} \) harmonic rotating at frequency \( n \omega_0 \). The second is to use nested frames. More specifically, two controllers in two frames rotating at \( (n + 1)\omega \) and \( -(n + 1)\omega \) can be implemented in the main synchronous frame [10]. Both implementations are equivalent in terms of computational burden [10] and thus, high bandwidth is necessary for the current control loops in order to have satisfactory results in the elimination of steady-state errors [14]. Additionally, predictive harmonic control has been proposed and validated in [15]. However, the controller design is demanding in terms of tuning and depends on the application. Moreover, a non-optimized design can increase the computational burden and the hardware utilization significantly.

An investigation of the performance of the MMC in the mitigation of harmonics can be found in [16] and [17]. These studies consider a hybrid structure of the MMC with ‘fundamental’ cells, which are intended to compensate the fundamental input power factor and the ‘harmonic’ cells, whose number depends on the number of harmonics that need to be compensated. A PI controller and a static decoupler are used to determine the modulation of each cell, which is used to cancel a specific load current harmonic. However, in this case the MMC design becomes more complex without a significant benefit in efficiency, while redundant submodules switching at high frequencies are used, which could unnecessarily increase the cost and volume of the system. More studies have also investigated the use of MMC as APF [8], [9], [18]. However, these studies consider only average simulation models without experimental validation, which in this case is essential, since simulation studies neglect the non-linearities and delays introduced in the real system, as well as quantization errors due to the ADC interface and accuracy limitations of the sensors.

Recent grid codes require the mitigation of high order harmonics of current and voltage, which cannot be easily accomplished with conventional converters [19], [20]. This paper proves that even a 5-level MMC-based APF is able to mitigate such high harmonics without increasing its switching frequency and thus, its losses. Contrary to existing literature on MMC applications as APF, this is achieved through extensive experimental results, which are obtained using a developed MMC prototype in a laboratory set-up for two representative case studies, i.e., for current and voltage harmonics mitigation. More specifically, in this study the performance of the MMC STATCOM topology is evaluated in the mitigation of voltage and current harmonics at the PCC up to the 13\(^{th}\) order and the results on the THD and individual harmonic components are compared to limits as specified by National Grid data [21]. To achieve this, a simple harmonics detection method is applied using Low-Pass Filters (LPF) in dq-frame. The voltage and current harmonics are controlled first using PI controllers, which generate the reference for the output current harmonic components and subsequently, PR controllers are used in parallel to the fundamental output current control loop of the MMC.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the control strategy used for the current and voltage harmonics detection and elimination and the tuning of the required filters and controllers is thoroughly explained. In Section III the laboratory set-up of the MMC STATCOM is presented. The case study and the obtained results for the current harmonics are presented in Section IV, while Section V presents experimental results for the voltage harmonics elimination. Section VI summarizes the main conclusions drawn from the analysis.

II. HARMONIC MITIGATION CONTROL SCHEME

In this study an MMC-based STATCOM is used in Double-Star (DS) configuration with half-bridge submodules, as shown in Fig. 1. This configuration has been extensively studied [22], [23] and has been shown to be superior against the topology with delta-connected Full-Bridge (FB) submodules (FB-D), especially regarding negative sequence current injection [24].

The control overview of the MMC DS-STATCOM is presented in Fig. 2. More specifically, the energy controllers and the circulating current controller follow the structure presented in [25] and are tuned accordingly to provide the circulating voltage reference \( v_{c,f}^{\ast} \), where \( j \) denotes the phase. The \( V_{dc} \) and \( Q \) outer controllers are implemented as PI in the \( dq \)-frame and control the \( d \)- and \( q \)-components of the current \( i \) respectively. This control structure is common in VSC converters and is presented in [27, Fig. 12.7]. The reference of the \( i_{dq} \) is then transformed into \( \alpha\beta \)-reference frame, i.e. \( i_{u\beta}^{\ast} \). An additional control loop is introduced for the
harmonics mitigation including two steps, namely (i) detection and (ii) harmonics control. This loop provides the reference for the harmonic components of the output current $i_{sh,\alpha\beta}$, which is added to the outer controllers reference $i_{\alpha\beta}$ and is subsequently fed to the output current controller. The generated output voltage reference $v_{sh,\alpha\beta}$ and the $v_{\alpha\beta}$ are then used to determine the number of submodules to be inserted in each arm. In this study, the submodule gate signals are determined using Nearest Level Control (NLC) and a simple submodule capacitor balancing algorithm as presented in [27]. This Section focusses on the harmonics control loop and the output current controller.

### A. HARMONICS DETECTION

The measured grid current or the PCC voltage is fed to the harmonic detection block, as shown in Fig. 2. Regarding the detection methods, various techniques have been investigated in literature [28]–[30]. The methods are usually divided into two main categories: i) the selective detection methods that detect the magnitude of each harmonic individually and ii) the non-selective methods that simply split the current into fundamental and non-fundamental components [29].

In this study, a selective detection method is implemented in the dq-reference frame and the positive and negative-sequence components are both extracted for each harmonic with the appropriate rotation. The detection method as well as the reference frame transformation are usually associated with time delays arising from sampling frequency [31]. Because the filters are non-ideal and can introduce a phase shift, the reference signal might be different in shape or phase than the harmonic which needs to be attenuated [32]. Moreover, the trade-off between the filter’s response and its attenuation is well-known [33]. These effects on the detection method are discussed in [7], where a comparison of different detection methods is conducted and the limitations of the active filtering procedure are highlighted. Additionally, in this case, the angular position is necessary and needs to be obtained from the PLL. This requires careful implementation especially in cases of unbalances. Therefore, these effects need to be taken into consideration in the real system and thus, transformation to both positive and negative-sequence reference frame is required to compensate for possible errors [34], [35].

Previous studies have shown that mapping the harmonic components to dc signals is more effective in detection and easier in implementation than the use of bandpass filters tuned for each harmonic in $\alpha\beta$- or $abc$-frame [36]. Therefore, a second-order low-pass filter (LPF) is used to extract the dc component that corresponds to the desired frequency component in the $abc$-reference frame. A Butterworth second-order LPF is implemented using Second-Order Generalized Integrator (SOGI) [37], and its transfer function is given by:

$$G(s) = \frac{k_{SOGI} \omega'^2}{s^2 + k_{SOGI} \omega' s + \omega'^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $k_{SOGI}$ is the gain of the LPF and $\omega'$ is the cutoff frequency in rad/s. In this case study, the parameters are selected as: $k_{SOGI}=\sqrt{2}$ and $\omega'=100$ rad/s.

The grid current harmonics detection takes place as shown in Fig. 3.

### B. HARMONICS CONTROL

The output of the LPF is compared to zero, which is the desired harmonic content. To compensate for static errors in the harmonics detection, the formulated error is then passed through a PI controller to create the harmonic reference for the output current controller. The aim of this study is to compensate harmonics up to the 13th order, namely 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th which have the highest amplitude. As a result, the harmonic reference generation block includes eight PI controllers in parallel (positive and negative sequence for each harmonic order). Since every PI controller has infinite gain at 0 Hz, the desired frequencies of 250 Hz, 350 Hz, 550 Hz and 650 Hz are achieved by the rotation of the sensed current in the dq-frame.

It should be noted that the focus of these controllers is laid on the steady state performance and stability. As a result, a small integral part is used to reduce the steady-state error.
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FIGURE 3. Detection and control structure for the mitigation of high order current harmonics. The grid currents are sensed and transformed with appropriate \( dq \)-transformations both in the positive and the negative sequence. The PI controller eliminates the resulting dc static error. The currents are transformed back to the \( \alpha \beta \)-frame since the output current controller (see Fig. 4) uses parallel PR controllers as described in [38].

FIGURE 4. Output current controller including resonant controllers for \( n \)th harmonic order.

provided that the output current controller can follow the harmonic currents reference fast and precisely. The current harmonics control structure is shown in Fig. 3.

The resulting harmonic current reference \( i_{sh}^* \) is added to the outer controller reference and fed to the output current controller as can be seen in Fig. 4. Since the output current reference \( i_{sh}^* \) includes more harmonics than the fundamental and the control is implemented in the \( \alpha \beta \)-frame using PR control, four resonant controllers are added in parallel, tuned at the aforementioned desired frequencies.

The harmonic resonant controllers need to be tuned faster than the fundamental one. Therefore, depending on the higher frequency component they need to follow, the resonant parts of the output current controller are chosen as:

\[
K_{R_h} = nK_{R_1}
\]  

where \( K_{R_1} \) is the fundamental resonant gain, \( K_{R_h} \) is the resonant gain of the \( n \)th harmonic and \( n \) is the order of the harmonic component.

The reference output voltage \( v_s^* \) is fed to the modulation, which inserts a time delay in the loop before creating the \( v_s \). The output voltage drives an output current through an impedance with a primarily inductive part \( L_{arm}/2 \). Therefore, the plant function is given by:

\[
\frac{i_s}{v_s} = \frac{2}{sL_{arm}}
\]  

The ability of the MMC-STATCOM output current control to follow higher order harmonics was experimentally tested.

Fig. 5 shows the measured value of the harmonic current compared to the reference. It should be noted that in all cases, the magnitude of the injected current shown is the maximum that could be controlled without saturating the voltage reference. From the results, it can be deduced that the developed controller follows with high accuracy the 5th and 7th harmonic order reference. The accuracy is slightly deteriorated in the 11th and 13th harmonic order due to the higher dynamic of the current reference that needs to be followed. However, the result can be considered adequately accurate.

C. VOLTAGE HARMONICS CONTROL

To achieve voltage harmonic components mitigation, the same detection method is used to extract the dc component of the PCC voltage harmonics. The main difference lies on the voltage harmonics control. Firstly, the references for the voltage harmonic components \( v_{PCC,n}^* \), as specified by grid codes and TSOs [21], are used. Secondly, a transformation of the voltage reference output of the PI controller to current is necessary before it is fed to the output current controller. For this purpose, the line impedance \( Z_{nh} \) value needs to be estimated for each \( n \)th harmonic order and is used as shown in Fig. 6.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

To test the active filtering capability of the MMC DS-STATCOM, a laboratory set-up was built. The MMC STATCOM prototype is shown in Fig. 7, while Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the lab-scaled system.
The MMC is controlled via an FPGA that is part of the dSPACE simulator, which acts as the central controller and is connected to a PC equipped with ControlDesk interface. The control algorithm of the MMC was implemented in Matlab/Simulink and HDL code was automatically generated and loaded to the FPGA of the dSPACE interface. The communication of the dSPACE simulator to the submodules of the MMC takes place via optical transmission (i.e., optical fibers) to provide the necessary isolation and noise immunity. The submodules send the capacitor voltage measurement and a fault indication signal to the dSPACE, while dSPACE sends the necessary PWM signals to the submodule switches. The sampling frequency was 10 kHz and the gains for the different employed controllers are presented in Table 2. Details on the set-up connection for the investigated current and voltage harmonics mitigation case studies are given in Sections IV and V respectively.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON CURRENT HARMONICS MITIGATION**

In this Section, the ability of the MMC to act as an active filter and attenuate the current harmonics is evaluated experimentally. A diode rectifier load is connected to the PCC as shown in the schematic of Fig. 8.

An ideal AC source is used to simulate the grid. This is connected to a Dy11n isolation transformer and a diode bridge rectifier is placed in parallel to the STATCOM.

On the DC side of the bridge rectifier, a resistor $R$ of 200 $\Omega$ is connected. This load is highly non-linear and draws a harmonic current [39]. This current is being drawn from the ac grid resulting in polluted grid current waveforms which may have a severe impact on sensitive loads connected to the PCC. The grid currents are sensed and fed to the control system, as described in Section II. The aim is the elimination of the current harmonics up to the 13th order, using a relatively low effective switching frequency ($\approx$ 1 kHz), which is mainly determined by a simple sorting algorithm that is employed to ensure the balanced operation of the submodules within one arm [27].

Fig. 9 depicts the currents when STATCOM operates close to its nominal power, injecting 0.73 pu of inductive reactive current to the grid and the harmonic compensation is not activated. The total current flowing to the grid is highly polluted.
distorted with approximately 26% THD, mainly due to the presence of the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th order current harmonics.

Fig. 10 depicts the current waveforms after the application of the harmonic compensation. It can be seen that the STATCOM currents are now distorted, while the THD of the grid currents is effectively reduced to 9%.

A comparative graph in Fig. 11 shows the grid currents before and after the application of the harmonic compensation in the time domain. The %THD is reduced by 15%.

Fig. 12 depicts the results of the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the grid current waveforms. It can be seen that the injection strategy eliminates almost completely the targeted harmonic components in the grid current, which now appear in the STATCOM output current. The resulting distortion for each individual harmonic order is well within the limits defined in [19].

To estimate the average switching frequency of one submodule when the harmonic compensation was activated, the PWM signal voltage pulses were monitored for several cycles. Fig. 13 shows only the recorded number of PWM pulses fed to the first submodule of phase-a in 100 ms. However, it can be considered that on average the switching frequency is similar for all submodules. It can be seen that the average effective switching frequency is approximately 0.83 kHz, which is well within the limit of 1 kHz. This result is particularly important since it proves that the MMC-STATCOM can efficiently mitigate high order of harmonics (up to 650 Hz) with the use of low switching frequency due to its increased bandwidth.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON VOLTAGE HARMONICS MITIGATION

Apart from current harmonics, problems can be created by the presence of voltage harmonics, which is a common phenomenon in weak grids, e.g. in wind power plants. To mitigate this problem, STATCOMs are often utilized [40]–[42]. In this Section, the ability of the developed control system to attenuate harmonics at the PCC voltages is assessed experimentally.

The schematic of the used experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 14. In this case, the controllable AC source is used to emulate the behavior of the wind power plant and is connected to the isolation transformer through a 2.2 mH line inductor to emulate the behavior of a grid line.

The harmonics injected by the AC source are controlled and a desired waveform is generated. The control system is then responsible to sense the harmonic content of the voltage and with the appropriate current injection it should be able to mitigate them, respecting the limits of the grid operator for

FIGURE 10. DS-STATCOM current (red), load current (black) and grid current (blue) at the PCC of phase-a with harmonic compensation. Grid current has now a %THD of 9%.

FIGURE 11. Grid current at the PCC of phase-a before (red) and after (blue) harmonic compensation - Time domain. The %THD is reduced by 15%.

FIGURE 12. Grid current at the PCC of phase-a before (red) and after (blue) harmonic compensation - Frequency domain. The target harmonics are completely eliminated.

FIGURE 13. PWM signals of first submodule of phase-a when the harmonic compensation is enabled. The sorting algorithm ensures approximately equal switching frequency for all submodules.

the PCC voltage. The maximum harmonic attenuation that the STATCOM can provide is usually limited by its current rating and the limited available DC link voltage, while it also depends on the line inductance.

In this scenario the values for the injected PCC voltage harmonics and their respective limits, as set in [21], are presented in Table 3. The specified limits are used as references \( V_{\text{PCC},n}^{*} \) in the closed-loop control scheme presented in Fig. 6. Due to the aforementioned limitations of the converter, harmonics up to the 11\(^{th}\) order are controlled and attenuated. It should also be noted that in this case study the converter does not inject reactive current at the fundamental frequency.

A frequency sweep is conducted for the line impedance \( Z \) using an impedance analyzer and its value is measured for frequencies up to 1 kHz in order to take the effect of the parasitic elements into consideration. The respective impedance value at each frequency \( Z_{nh} \) is used for the control of the voltage harmonics as explained in Section II. The measurements are presented in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 shows the comparison between the voltage at the PCC before and after the activation of the control system for harmonic mitigation. Before, the voltage at the PCC is equal to the voltage generated by the non-ideal controllable AC source taking into account the transformer ratio, since no current is flowing in the system, and the THD is 4.9%. The activation of the harmonic compensation results in a significant reduction in the THD from 4.9% to 3%, as depicted in Fig. 16, in the time domain.

Fig. 17 shows the effectiveness of the voltage mitigation control system of the MMC STATCOM with a comparative graph in the frequency domain. Considering the defined references, it can be concluded that the selectivity of the detection and control method for each harmonic component is verified. Moreover, it can be seen that the harmonic components of all the frequencies of interest follow the specified values as set by the grid codes. Although closed-loop control is used, the obtained values for the harmonic components are slightly below the specified limits due to overcompensation resulting from the measurement of the line impedance \( Z \). More specifically, the impedance values, which are used in the harmonics control (see Fig. 6), were estimated using the impedance analyzer at low currents. When the system is operated at high currents, close to saturation, the inductor impedance value can be higher than the measured one resulting in harmonics overcompensation. It has to be noted that the average effective switching frequency of the submodules in this case was once again recorded to be approximately 0.9 kHz.

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

Recent grid codes require the compensation of high order current and voltage harmonics. For this reason, this study focussed on the use of the MMC as an active filter to mitigate those harmonics. A selective harmonics detection method and an output harmonic current controller were implemented and experimentally verified using a developed MMC prototype, which was operated as DS-STATCOM. Tuning was performed taking into account the non-linearities of the system and the delays introduced by the measurements and the control loop, which are usually neglected when approaching this problem through average model simulations. Finally, two realistic representative case studies for current and voltage harmonics were defined and tested.
The MMC ability to selectively inject harmonic currents up to 13th order was proven, while the main limitations were set by the set-up rating, the number of levels of the MMC and the available DC link voltage. In fact, it was seen that the increased bandwidth of the MMC allowed for the grid current harmonics control up to the 13th order and for PCC voltage harmonics up to the 11th order, while maintaining the average effective switching frequency below 1 kHz and thus, the MMC losses low. More specifically, harmonics mitigation resulted in a reduction of the current THD from 26% down to 9% and of the voltage THD from 4.9% to 3%. Therefore, the advantages of the MMC technology were hereby proven for active filtering purposes.
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